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High-resolution laser-based angle-resolved photoemission measurements have been carried out on

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þ� (Bi2212) superconductors to investigate momentum dependence of electron coupling

with collective excitations (modes). Two coexisting energy scales are clearly revealed over a large

momentum space for the first time in the superconducting state of the overdoped Bi2212 superconductor.

These two energy scales exhibit distinct momentum dependence: one keeps its energy near 78 meVover

a large momentum space while the other changes its energy from �40 meV near the antinodal region

to �70 meV near the nodal region. These observations provide a new picture on momentum evolution of

electron-boson coupling in Bi2212 that electrons are coupled with two sharp modes simultaneously over a

large momentum space in the superconducting states. Their unusual momentum dependence poses a

challenge to our current understanding of electron-mode-coupling and its role for high-temperature

superconductivity in cuprate superconductors.
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The physical properties of materials are dictated by the
interaction of electrons with other entities like other
electrons, phonons, magnons, impurities, etc. In particular,
the superconductivity of materials involves interaction
between electrons that may be direct or indirect through
an exchange of a collective excitation (boson) that gives
rise to electron pairing [1]. Understanding such many-body
effects is essential for understanding the anomalous
normal-state properties and superconductivity mechanism
in high-temperature cuprate superconductors. With a
dramatic improvement of instrumental resolutions, angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) has
become a powerful tool to directly probe many-body
effects in cuprate superconductors [2–5]. One prominent
case is the observation of a dispersion kink along the
(0, 0)–(�, �) nodal direction. This nodal kink is found to
be at �70 meV which is ubiquitous in different materials,
different dopings, and at temperatures both above and
below the superconducting transition [6–11]. On the other
hand, near the (�, 0) antinodal region, a clear dispersion
kink at �40 meV has also been identified [12–16]. In
addition to the origin of the nodal 70 meV kink and the
antinodal 40 meV kink that remain under debate (mag-
netic, phononic, or others), a long-standing puzzle to be
resolved is their relationship. In particular, how does the
70 meV nodal kink evolve into the antinodal 40 meV kink

when the momentum gradually moves from the nodal to
the antinodal regions? Investigation of the momentum
dependence of the electron interaction is critical in under-
standing the electron pairing in high-temperature super-
conductors [17–19].
In this Letter, by carrying out high-resolution ARPES

measurements on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þ� (Bi2212) (see
Supplemental Material for experimental details [20]), we
have revealed for the first time that two prominent energy
scales coexist in a large area of momentum space in the
superconducting state, especially in overdoped samples.
The �78 meV energy scale is observed over the Fermi
surface from nodal to antinodal regions with nearly a fixed
energy, while the other energy scale evolves from the
antinodal region to the nodal region with its energy varying
from�40 to�70 meV. These observations provide a new
picture on electron-boson coupling in Bi2212. It also pro-
vides insight on the unusual nature of these two electron-
mode couplings and their possible role in high-temperature
superconductivity.
Figure 1(a) shows the photoemission data on the Bi2212

overdoped (OD) 82 K sample measured along an off-nodal
momentum cut at 17 K. Two coexisting features can be
identified for the first time. In the second-derivative image
[Fig. 1(b) for OD82K sample and Fig. 1(c) for OD73K
sample] which can enhance the visibility of band
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structures, there are two discontinuities observed from the
spectral weight distribution of the main band, accompanied
by two white lines (spectral peaks) on both the left and
right sides of the main band. Quantitative dispersion
[Fig. 1(e)] is obtained from fitting the momentum distri-
bution curves (MDCs). By subtracting a straight line as an
empirical bare band [red dashed line in Fig. 1(e)], we can
get the effective real part of electron self-energy Re�
[Fig. 1(f) for both OD82K and OD73K]. Two peaks
emerge in Re�: one strong peak at�50 meV and the other
weak one near 78 meV. The feature near 150 meV was
observed before [3] and will not be discussed here.
Signatures of two features can also be discerned from the
corresponding MDC width [Fig. 1(g)]. Particularly, the
photoemission spectra [energy distribution curves
(EDCs) Figs. 1(h) and 1(i)] show a clear multiple ‘‘peak-
dip-hump’’ structure with two dips that are revealed for the
first time. The peaks are 5%–10% of the background likely
to be beyond any of its variation. Hereafter, for

convenience, we call the feature at �50 meV the LW
energy feature, while the other one at �78 meV as the
HI energy feature. It is evident that these two energy
features exist in both samples although their relative inten-
sity varies; the HI energy feature is more obvious in the
OD73K sample.
Detailed momentum dependent ARPES measurements

have been carried out on the OD82K sample to investigate
how the two energy features evolve from the nodal to
antinodal regions. Figures 2(a1)–2(a5) show the measured
data along five momentum cuts; their corresponding EDC
second-derivative data are shown in Figs. 2(b1)–2(b5).
Except for the nodal cut 1 where the two energy features
are too close to be distinguished [Fig. 2(b1)], the two
coexisting energy features are clear in all the other images
[Figs. 2(b2)–2(b5)]. Two-dip features are also clear in
EDCs at the Fermi momenta for all the cuts except for the

FIG. 1 (color). Identification of two coexisting energy fea-
tures. (a) Original photoemission data measured at 17 K for
OD82K sample. Second-derivative image with respect to energy
for OD82K (b) and OD73K (c). (d) Second-derivative image of
the simulated single-particle spectral function which considers
electron coupling with two Einstein bosonic modes at 50 meV
and 78 meV, as indicated by two arrows [20]. (e) Dispersion by
MDC fitting for OD82K sample. (f) Effective real part of the
electron self-energy for OD82K (black circles) and OD73K
(blue circles). (g) MDC width for OD82K (black circle) and
the corresponding difference (red square) by subtracting a
straight line (red dashed line). (h) and (i) Photoemission spectra
(EDCs) showing multiple peak-dip-hump structures for OD82K
and OD73K. Typical EDCs at the Fermi momentum (kF) (red)
and near kF are expended to show the structures more clearly and
the arrows indicate the dip positions.

FIG. 2 (color). Momentum dependence of the two energy
features in Bi2212 OD82K sample. (a1)–(a5) Original images
measured along five momentum cuts at 17 K. (b1)–
(b5) Corresponding EDC second-derivative images. The location
of the five cuts is shown in the inset. (c) EDCs at the Fermi
momenta kF of these five cuts. Black and red arrows point to the
two energy features. (d) Effective real part of electron self-
energy of cut 1 to cut 4 [20]. For clarity, they are offset vertically
with the offset values shown on the right side. (e) Momentum
dependence of the two energy features, extracted from the
effective real part of electron self-energy (solid circles and
squares) and dip position in EDCs (empty circles and squares).
The � angle is defined in the inset of (b5) with � ¼ 45�
representing the nodal direction.
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nodal one because the two energy features become too close
[Fig. 2(c)]. The two energy features can also be identified in
the effective real part of electron self-energy [Fig. 2(d)]. It is
interesting that the LW and HI energy features exhibit
different momentum dependence. Figure 2(e) summarizes
the position of these two energy features determined
from the peak position of the effective real part of electron
self-energy (Re�) [Fig. 2(d)] and the dip position in the
corresponding EDCs [Fig. 2(c)]. The HI energy feature
stays near 78 meV and varies little with momentum, while
the LW energy feature varies obviously with momentum,
dropping from �67 meV for the nodal cut to �40 meV
(for �� 12� cut) near the antinodal region.

Temperature-dependent measurements provide further
information on the distinct behaviors of the two energy
features, as shown in the effective real part of the electron
self-energy measured at different temperatures for three
typical momentum cuts (Fig. 3). Both the HI and LWenergy
features exhibit dramatic superconductivity-induced

electron self-energy changeupon entering the superconduct-
ing state. However, their temperature-dependent behaviors
are different. First, the coupling strength of the two
energy features exhibit strong momentum dependence, as
evidenced by the temperature-induced self-energy change
[Figs. 3(g)–3(i)]. For cut 3, near the antinodal region, the
superconductivity-induced self-energy change is mainly
dominated by the LW energy feature [Fig. 3(i)]. When
moving to cut 2, the development of both energy features
is clear, but the coupling strength of the LWenergy feature
appears to get weaker when the momentummoves from the
antinodal towards the nodal regions. For cut 1, there is a
large superconductivity-induced self-energy change and an
apparent existence of the HI energy feature in the normal
state. But it is difficult to disentanglewhether such a change
is caused by HI or LWenergy features because they are too
close in energy. Second, these two energy features show
different temperature dependence across Tc. It is clear from
Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) that the HI energy feature is present even
in the normal state. The temperature-induced self-energy
change takes off even above Tc (82K), such as the 90K data
in Fig. 3(g), which indicates that the HI energy feature
might be caused by a �70 meV phonon. In contrast, no
clear signature of the LW energy feature is observed in the
normal state [Fig. 3(i)] and the obvious self-energy
enhancement occurs well into the superconducting state
(like the data at 50 K and below).
For the doping dependence, Figs. 4(a)–4(c) show the

effective real part of electron self-energy along several
momentum cuts of Bi2212 overdoped (OD) 82 K,
optimally-doped (Opt) 91 K, and underdoped (UD) 89 K
samples, and the EDCs at kF along a typical cut (� ¼ 18�)
are shown in Fig. 4(d). The LW energy feature and its
momentum dependence in the Opt91K [Fig. 4(b)] and
UD89K [Fig. 4(c)] Bi2212 samples are similar to that in
the OD82K sample [Fig. 4(a)]; it drops in its energy when
moving from the nodal region to the antinodal region
[Fig. 4(e)]. The signature of the HI energy feature appears
rather weak in the Opt91K and UD89K samples, but hint of
its existence is discernable. One can also observe double-
dip signature in the EDCs of the Opt91K and UD89K
samples [Fig. 4(d)] which indicates that the HI feature
may extend into the underdoped region. We note that the
relative intensity of the HI feature is doping dependent
which is enhanced in the overdoped region.
Now, we come to the origin of these two coexisting

energy features in the superconducting state, specifically
on whether they can be understood by electron coupling
with one sharp mode or two. It was shown that the electron
coupling with one sharp boson mode (with an energy �0)
plus a van Hove singularity near the antinodal (�, 0) region
at an energy position of Eð�; 0Þ, can generate two discon-
tinuities in the electron self-energy at �0 þ Eð�; 0Þ and
�0 þ �0 (with �0 being a superconducting gap) [21].
The resultant two energy scales are expected to be

FIG. 3 (color). Temperature dependence of the two types of
energy features for the Bi2212 OD82K sample. (a),(b) EDC
second-derivative images of cut 1 measured below (at 17 K) and
above (at 100 K) Tc. (c),(d) and (e),(f) are the same measure-
ments for cut 2 and cut 3 respectively. (g)–(i) Corresponding
effective real part of electron self-energy, measured at different
temperatures, for cuts 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For a given cut, a
straight line connecting a high binding energy point on the 100 K
dispersion and its kF at the Fermi level is taken as a common
empirical bare band for all the temperatures [20]. Peaks of two
energy features are marked by arrows, with the red one repre-
senting the LWenergy feature and the black one representing the
HI energy feature.
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momentum-independent, and their energy difference,
Eð�; 0Þ ��0, is expected to be a constant. Our observa-
tions of different momentum dependence of the two energy
features [Fig. 4(e)] make this one-mode scenario unlikely.
They point to electron coupling with two prominent sharp
modes. This can be better illustrated by a simulation of the
single particle spectral function for the electron coupling
with two sharp bosonic modes [Fig. 1(c)] [20]. Even with
such a simple model simulation, the similarity of the
measured [Fig. 1(b)] and simulated [Fig. 1(c)] images is
obvious, and the simulated image serves as a guide for us to
extract energy scales from the peak position of the real part
of electron self-energy and dip position in EDCs.

Our present work makes it clear that there are two
separate energy scales that coexist over a large momentum
space, and the evolution of the nodal 70 meV kink to the
antinodal 40 meV kink is not a single mode evolution as
previously thought. The HI energy scale does not change
much in its energy with momentum while the LW energy
scale changes its energy from �70 meV near the nodal

region to�40 meV near the antinodal region. In the nodal
region, the usually referred 70 meV kink is actually
composed of two coexisting energy scales that are close
in energy. Near the antinodal region, the 40 meV kink is
obvious because the coupling strength of the LW mode
dominates.
The present observations pose a new challenge to our

current understanding of mode coupling in the supercon-
ducting state of cuprate superconductors. In a conventional
picture where the electron-boson coupling vertex gðk;qÞ is
nearly momentum independent, if there is a mode (with
an energy �) coupling in the normal state, its energy is
expected to be shifted to �þ�0 in the superconducting
state [21]. This isotropic coupling picture will generate an
energy shift�0 over the entire Fermi surface, including the
nodal region where the local superconducting gap is zero in
a d-wave superconductor like cuprates [21]. Such a picture
is apparently not consistent with our observations. As
shown in Figs. 3(g)–3(i), the HI energy feature already
exists above Tc at �78 meV; upon cooling into the super-
conducting state, it stays nearly at the same energy and no
signature of a new energy scale appears at 103 meV (with
an energy gap of �0 � 25 meV for the OD82K Bi2212).
While one may still attempt to explain the phenomenon in
a conventional picture [22], it was proposed alternatively
that this nonenergy shift puzzle of the nodal 70 meV kink
can be attributed to a strong momentum-dependent cou-
pling vertex gðk;qÞ, with a peculiar electron-boson cou-
pling that involves mainly small q forward scattering [23]
in which electron scattering occurs in a small local mo-
mentum space, and a mode� in the normal state would be
expected to be shifted by a local energy gap �ðkÞ upon
entering the superconducting state [24]. While the forward
scattering picture [23,24] seems to solve the nonshift
puzzle of the nodal energy scale across Tc because the
local gap near the nodal region is zero, it predicts that
the mode energy shift will increase from the nodal to the
antinodal regions due to the local gap increase in a d-wave
superconductor which is not consistent with our current
observation that the HI energy scale changes little in
energy over a large momentum space. The momentum
dependence of the LW energy scale is even more anoma-
lous because, in this case, the energy scale change from
40 meV near the antinodal region to 70 meV near the nodal
region is not only different from a constant that is expected
from the conventional coupling picture, but is just opposite
to what is expected from the forward scattering picture.
These observations indicate that the electron-mode cou-
pling in the superconducting state of Bi2212 is rather
unusual and asks for further theoretical efforts.
In summary, by taking high-resolution ARPES measure-

ments, we have identified two coexisting sharp mode
couplings over a large momentum space in the supercon-
ducting state of Bi2212 for the first time. The unusual
momentum dependence of these two mode couplings can

FIG. 4 (color). Doping dependence of the two types of energy
features in Bi2212 samples. Effective real part of electron self-
energy measured in superconducting state for OD82K sample
(a), Opt91K sample (b), and UD89 sample (c) [20]. The location
of the momentum cuts are given by � angles as defined in
Fig. 2(b5). For clarity, the effective real part of electron self-
energy is offset vertically with the offset values marked on the
right side of the curves. (d) EDCs at the Fermi momentum kF
along the cut � ¼ 18� for the three samples with different
doping levels. Part of the EDCs are expanded (blue curves) in
order to highlight the possible multiple peak-dip-hump struc-
tures. Arrows mark the position of dips. (e) Summary of the
momentum dependence of the two types of energy features in
Bi2212 with different doping levels. Both EDC and electron self-
energy are used to obtain the energy positions.
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not be understood by known theories and poses new chal-
lenges to current understanding of electron-boson coupling
in the superconducting state. Although our present work
does not imply that the two modes are solely responsible
for electron paring in the cuprate superconductors, it solves
a long-standing puzzle about the momentum evolution
between nodal kink and antinodal kink. Their strong cou-
pling in the superconducting state and their unusual mo-
mentum and temperature dependence make it clear that
such mode coupling should be considered in the electron
pairing mechanism, be it pairing mediator or pairing
breaker.
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